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From all of us here at Con-Tech Systems
we would like to take a moment to wish you

Happy Holidays, Merry Christmas
and Best Wishes for 2016!
During the Holiday Season more than ever, our thoughts turn
gratefully to those who have made our progress possible.
At this very special time we would like to extend a very sincere
“Thank You” and wish you and yours the very best of the season!

www.contechsystems.com

*

Exclusive
North American
Supplier of:

Season’s Greetings!

Geo-Support Systems

*

We are a member of:

61 Strand Tie DownAnchor
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December News:
Sea to Sky Highway, British Columbia
MSE Wall Repairs:
Routine investigations on the Sea to Sky Highway’s existing MSE walls revealed
some slight deficiencies and structural issues concerning several gaps between some
of the installed concrete panels, as well as some walls which were “out of batter”
(leaning the wrong way). Some evidence of vertical movement of the walls was also
discovered. Possible geotechnical concerns in regards to the design and construction
of the MSE walls were also identified.
MSE walls are generally flexible structures and typically tolerate such concerns without failure. In order to be proactive against any future possible issues, the decision
was made by the B.C. Highways Department to stabilize the most suspect MSE Walls
with CTS® IBO® Hollow Bars by utilizing the Con-Tech Systems recommended sacrificial steel allowance method plus zink metalizing, (instead of galvanizing), in order
to achieve the desired 100 year life expectancy. Conditions included very limited
working hours (night time only), plus limited access. That being said the project was
completed within the required short time frame.
These are some of the reasons the B.C. Highway’s Engineers selected the IBO® system over a conventional, casing drilled anchor system. The nature of the Hollow Bar
IBO® system includes grout flushing and tremi grout injection during the drilling
process which keeps the drill hole filled with grout. A smooth PVC sheath, internally
coated with grease, is pushed over the bar into the uncured liquid grout to establish
the free stressing length of the anchors. The grout flushing process during drilling
penetrates the surrounding soil, forming a filter cake which stabilizes the drill hole
which eliminates the use of casing. Therefore, the surrounding ground condition is
greatly improved which results in high friction bond values, the same or better, than
using a post-pressure grouting system.

For further information on our MSE
wall repairs or the CTS® IBO® Hollow
Bars system please call us toll free at
888-818-4826 or email Horst Aschenbroich at: horst@contechsystems.com
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Further Sea to Sky Highway, MSE Wall Repair Images:
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Thank you for visiting us:

Oakland California. From left to right: Alice Kaiser of Ischebeck GmbH,
Horst Aschenbroich, Daniel MacLean of Con-Tech Systems

Hershey, Pennsylvania

Many thanks to all who took the time to travel to Oakland and
Hershey to check out our booths at both the DFI 40th Annual
Conference as well as the Pennsylvania Geotech Conference.
It was a great turnout at both venues and always a pleasure
to connect with everyone at these distinguished and well organized events.
We very much look forward to the upcoming events scheduled
for our fascinating industry in 2016.

Among other tradeshows we will be
visiting the World of Concrete in Vegas as well as Bauma in Munich in
2016. We’d love to see you there.
Give us a call if you plan to attend.
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